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Preface
This Overview Volume is based on the Series of  Working Papers on ‘Civic Diagnosis’ compiled at

The Max Lock Centre, University of  Westminster between 2017-2021

The Study outlined how this group of five pioneering thinkers were able to take the ‘Civic Diagnosis’ idea, 
showing how it works in real life on the ground, and use the experience to radically incorporate it in the 

Official Development Assistance (ODA) policies of the UK Government over a period of 50 years,
and find it still incorporated in International Planning and entirely relevant today.

This Overview shows how this novel idea for community involvement in international urban planning was established
firstly, by the ‘human ecologist’ Patrick Geddes in Edinburgh and India, and later by the architect-planner Max Lock 

working across Commonwealth countries, and particularly in Nigeria. This experience greatly influenced thinking in the 
UK Government’s approach to international Official Development Assistance in cities worldwide from 1996 to now.

This Overview  Volume No.1 has been written by Michael Mutter and compiled by LAPWING in Bath, UK, in 2022
Acknowledgments are due to contributions from the full Max Lock Centre teams in UK and internationally;

and to the many professionals engaged in the international urban development processes.
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Chapter 1

ORIGINS AND METHODOLOGIES OF 
‘CIVIC DIAGNOSIS’

1.1 – Origins of ‘Civic Diagnosis’ as a methodology 
for urban planning internationally

A review of Patrick Geddes in India 1915-1919; 
mid- 1950s Max Lock in other Commonwealth 
countries, now contained in the Max Lock Archive 
at the University of Westminster.

1. 2 – Use of ‘Civic Diagnosis’ in International 
Urban Planning by UK Official Development 
Assistance

Planning as supported by the UK’s Official 
Development Assistance (ODA) internationally –
significantly in “KADUNA 1917/1967/2017” book 
in which Max Lock and Michael Theis were able to 
bring the full ‘Civic Diagnosis’ methodology to bear 
on the UK’s ODM-supported Survey and Plan for 
the Capital Territory of Northern Nigeria.

1. 3 – The Civic Diagnosis methodology in use –
extensive application of the people-based 
surveys

An outline of the work of Max Lock Group in 
Nigeria continuing the Civic Diagnosis 
methodology; Michael Mutter appointed as 
Commonwealth Foundation Fellow for Head of 
Commonwealth tour at Heads of State level, 
reporting for FCO/Overseas Development 
Administration resulting in appointment as UK 
Government’s Senior Architectural and Urban 
Planning Adviser to FCO/ODA in January 1994.

1. 4 – World events leading international urban 
planning and sustainable development

The United Nations Global Conferences, 
particularly those on Human Settlements - 1976 
Vancouver to Istanbul 1996 both, attended by 
Zena Daysh – Commonwealth Human Ecology 
Council and David Satterthwaite for IIED.

1. 5 – Max Lock Exhibition, Archive and the Max 
Lock Centre at University of Westminster

The public exhibition Max Lock 1908-1988 –
People and Planning of his life and work, presented 
at the University of Westminster in 1994, with 
support from the RIBA Town Planning Trust, the 
RTPI and Lewis & Hickey Town Planning. The work 
of the Max Lock Archive with the Max Lock Centre 
established as an international development 
planning research unit from 1995 onwards.

Chapter 2

CIVIC DIAGNOSIS AND SETTING THE SCENE FOR PROGRESS 1997-2009 

2.1 – 1997 A radical new ‘people-led’ Labour Government for the UK – DFID is established 

Outcome being Clare Short becomes Secretary of State; Michael Mutter initiates change of UK 
support for UNCHS as DFID takes from DoE for official representation at Commission, together 
with specific urban development budget support; MM appointed as UK Foreign Secretary’s 
representative at the Commission for Human Settlements; promots DFID publication of “A Review 
of UK Urban Cooperation Activities for the 17th UNCHS Commission Meeting” in Nairobi, May 
1999; augmented by UK’s official urban research programme – bringing together the UK 
Universities/Organisations and southern counterparts. 

2.2 – DFID “Shaping the Urban Environment in the 21st Century” – OECD inter-governmental 
collaboration London and Paris, April 2000

UK leads environment focused nations at DAC-OECD with development, writing and publication 
of DAC Strategy for ODA support to the urban environment issues; UK also leads at UNEP/ UNCHS 
Urban Environment Programme with the Commonwealth Human Ecology Council (CHEC) forming 
BEPIC – Built Environment Professions in the Commonwealth at CHOGM in Edinburgh and the 
CHEC-led inter-governmental Commonwealth Consultative Group on Human Settlement (CCGHS) 
at the formal United Nations Governing Council on Human Settlements sessions in Nairobi.

2.3 – DFID “Meeting the Challenge of Poverty in Urban Areas” 2000, for UN Millennium Summit

First UK official International Urban Development Strategy to focus on urban poverty and slums; 
collaborative formation of Cities Alliance leads Millennium Summit at the UN – first Millennium 
Development Goal (MDG) to include the cities/slum dwellers’ goal of “Improving the lives of 100 
million slum dwellers”. Field research by communities becomes part of the DFID policy for cities.

2.4 – CHEC/CCGHS, UK and Commonwealth formally accredited at Istanbul+5 UNGASS 2001

Major inter-governmental meeting at UN Headquarters General Assembly Special Session 
(UNGASS) led to the upgrade of ‘Habitat’ to the formal ‘Human Settlements Programme’. UK 
initiatives for Slum Dwellers International Federations on “Bridging the Finance Gap”.

2.5 – UK leads on development of new international collaborative urban development support 
initiatives

CHEC influence on City-Community Challenge Fund (C3), Community Action Planning, and the 
Community-Led Infrastructure Finance Facility (CLIFF) bring new official development assistance 
funding opportunities to community developed and led programmes; low carbon initiatives in 
construction, part of the Village Polytechnic community-level learning processes with UN-HABITAT.

2.6 – Max Lock Centre as a major DFID-funded Civic Diagnosis-type collaborative international 
research 

Community Asset Management in India with Roger Bonner and British Council, and in Africa; 
Knowledge Transfer for Urban Poverty Reduction; Guide to Good Practice in Core Area 
Development; and Localising the Habitat Agenda and MDGs for Poverty Reduction – A series of 
collaborative research projects Max Lock Centre Longitudinal Study of Street Blocks in Kaduna 
comparing Survey Notes from 1974 with the situation found in the same locations in 2006. 

2.7 – Max Lock Consultancy re-established in Kaduna, Nigeria 2007 for Civic Diagnosis projects 

Building on the results of the 2006 Longitudinal Study in Kaduna, MLCN set up with the continuing 
Civic Diagnosis/City Regions approach; provided the bedrock for the DFID Nigeria for the ”Effective 
Cities” 2012-2026 Nigeria Infrastructure Advisory Facility NIAF-2 with Max Lock Centre support



Chapter 3

SEARCHING FOR EVIDENCE OF PROGRESS 
The philosophy for International Urban 
Development Cooperation acquires depth

3.1 – The DFID-led “21st Century Urban Scenario” 
– and “Removing Un-freedoms” in Urban Areas 

Discourse developed by Michael Mutter-led DFID 
Urban Development Group with Professor 
Amartya Sen and Romi Khosla; major UN World 
Habitat Day 2000 event at Brussels with BBC 
World/TVE film “Agents of Urban Change”; 
‘Removing Unfreedoms Colloquium’ at LSE with 
Prof Amartya Sen and Lord Desai. 

3.2 – UN-HABITAT comes of age with support for 
its new Finance Division and donor-led finance 
facilities

Development of the Slum Upgrading Finance 
Facility (SUFF – 2004-2009) expounded at the 
Vancouver+30 2007 UN World Urban Forum. 

3.3 – Max Lock Consultancy appointed for Kaduna 
Master Plan Review 2008-2015 by State 
Government

The Max Lock Centre / Max Lock Consultancy 
Nigeria Ltd commissioned to review the original 
1967 Kaduna Master Plan building on the original 
civic diagnosis methodology is made a law in 2015

3.4 – The 2009 British Parliamentary Inquiry into 
the UK’s role in “Urbanisation and Poverty” 

The UK Parliament International Development 
Committee (IDC) review of the UK Official 
Development Assistance in urban development. 

3.5 – 2009 Wilton Park Conference “Financing 
Affordable Housing for Low Income Groups” 

This May 2009 Conference on “Innovative 
Funding for Urban Housing” led to World Bank 
study on “Stocktaking of Housing Finance in 
Nigeria” authored by Mutter, Lloyd-Jones & Gusah

3.6 – Eureka! 2010 and a resurgence of ‘Urban’ in 
UK Official Development Assistance – DFID  
Country Programmes realised that better 
organised urban development was crucial for 
economic growth and stability – DFID Nigeria, 
“Effective Cities” in Nigeria Infrastructure Advisory 
Facility (NIAF) based in Abuja led by Michael 
Mutter and UK support to the Asian Development 
Bank for programme analysing housing 
development in key states in India.

Chapter 4: 

TAKING FORWARD THE PROFESSIONALLY-
LED URBAN PLANNING CONCEPTS

4.1 – International support for strengthening the 
capacity for cities to respond to citizens’ place in 
urban planning methodologies 

Rockefeller Foundation 100 Resilient Cities 
programme – UK-NIAF direct support, based at 
Amadu Bello University, Zaria, for a long-term 
future in the Nigeria Resilient Cities Network; ICLEI 
conference in Bonn, Germany 2017 reviews 
progress in NRCN to date; DFID India initiates a 
support programme for strengthening Urban 
Planning and Management capacity (UPMI) with 
Guidelines to be developed; 

Commonwealth Secretariat publishes its own 
Urban Development Strategy (author Mutter, 

CLIFF-2 with the UK Housing Association REALL.

4.2 – Max Lock research associates develop the 
civic diagnosis methodology elsewhere in Africa 

Civic Diagnosis methodology in the age of digital 
technology taken forward with a series on urban 
interventions to date in Nigeria, Ethiopia, Uganda, 
Somalia and Rwanda; particularly city of Abeokuta. 
With the FCO “Future Cities Africa” facility. 

4.3 – DFID India promotes Series of Guidelines for 
improved Urban Planning and Management 
(UPMI)

Guidelines for improved capacity for Urban 
Planning and Management (UOMI) internationally 
with urban surveys basis for informed planning; 
Capacity Building recognised as essential in an age 
of urban planning capacity deficits.

4.4 The MLC/UoW Urban Planning and 
Management (UPMI) 

Guidelines sets out the basis of Capacity Building 
for enabling professional engagement in the ‘Civic 
Diagnosis’ approach in city development, including 
‘The City Region’, Community Asset Management 
(CAM) and to include the Human Ecology basis of 
the Village Polytechnics for low-energy 
construction and reduced carbon methodologies 
relevant for the new Climate Change focus of 
international development scenarios.

Chapter 5 

100 YEARS of Civic Diagnosis/Human-
Ecology/City Region Intervention Tools in 
practice for a world recognising Climate 
Change scenarios

5.1  DPU/UCL Assessment and 2022 Workshop on 
‘Urban Equity’ outlines historic role of ODA and 
possible future policy in a changing world.

The Max Lock Centre authors contribute to 
assessment of 50 years of official development 
assistance advancing new recognition of the role. 
How does this fare with newly acquired prowess of 
the private sector data management entities such 
as Google, Facebook/Meta, and Microsoft?  Could 
the Smart Cities concept be following the 
philosophy of Civic Diagnosis for the future of the 
Rockefeller-based Resilient Cities porogramme?

5.2 – Continuity for FCO Future Cities Africa and a 
renewed role for the Commonwealth

Max Lock Consultancy Nigeria awarded the 
significant survey and planning role at Abeokuta, 
and for the Ogun State Region under the ASI-led 
programme for Future Cities Africa. CHEC revisited 
the earlier Village Polytechnic project at Ilparakuo. 

5.3 – DFID merged (back into FCO) to form FCDO 
with much reduced budgets (7% GDP to 5% GDP)

UK-PACT takes over the Climate Change impact 
scenario planning with new generous budgets for 
its International Country Programmes.

5.4 – UNFCCC COP26 comes to Glasgow, 
November 2021 for Climate Change Agreements

Commonwealth and CHEC Accredited Delegations 
take leading roles for reporting on Cities and 
Mangroves together with Rotary International 
prominent for relevant community-focused 
proposals portrayed in CHEC Conference Blogs.

5.5 – CIVIC DIAGNOSIS and the RESILIENT CITY in 
KADUNA

Use of community-driven ‘Asset Planning’ as 
acknowledged basis of urban planning for the 
Resilient City continues in Kaduna as the basis for 
the new responsibilities of the Kaduna Capital 
Territory Authority – essentially Nigeria’s first 
legally declared ‘city’ by the local Max Lock team 
in 2021/22 – continuity lives!
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Introduction to the 2022 Study
This new 2022 Study by Michael Mutter is based
on the Max Lock Centre Working Papers Series on
‘Civic Diagnosis’ at the University of Westminster
that he prepared in 2018/19. These background
documents have provided detailed accounts of
how Urban Planning Policy had evolved, based on
the Civic Diagnosis principles, with significant
support from the UK Government’s Official
Development Assistance (ODA) internationally.

This Study looks at the origins of the concepts of
‘Civic Diagnosis’ in the 1880s by Patrick Geddes in
Edinburgh and in India 1915-1919, and later by
Max Lock in the 1940s / 1950s. In particular, the
Study explores how the origins of this planning
thought process and methodology became an
essential part of the official development
assistance provided by the British Government
internationally from the 1960s. Initially this was
principally by the then UK Ministry of Overseas
Development and British Council support for the
“KADUNA 1917/1967/2017 Survey and Plan of
the Capital Territory for the Government of
Northern Nigeria” by Max Lock and Partners,
published by Faber and Faber.

Later the ‘Civic Diagnosis’ idea was used
extensively within the quite revolutionary 1997
‘New Labour’ government of Prime Minister Tony
Blair, and his co-sponsor of New Labour - Gordon
Brown – as Chancellor of the Exchequer.
Particularly, this had enabled the agreed
manifesto pledge to create the Department for
International Development (DFID) under Clare
Short as its first Secretary of State was
immediately realised in May 1997. This brought
International Development out of its earlier
structure as the Overseas Development
Administration (ODA – a subsection of the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office) but now with its own
budgets and refreshed administration.

The immediate action for DFID was to take over
the lead role for the United Nations Commission
for Human Settlements (UNCHS), from the UK’s
Department of Environment (DoE-Housing Div),
along with its budget for core funding to UNCHS.
Michael Mutter was appointed by the Foreign
Secretary as the UK’s official representative to the
Commission and its Secretariat (UNCHS-Habitat).

At the same time, the former ODA
Engineering Division was reconfigured as the
Infrastructure and Urban Development
Department (IUDD) within DFID led by John
Hodges as Chief Engineering Adviser and with
Michael Mutter as the Senior Urban
Development Adviser leading the
government’s new agenda for international
assistance for city regions and urban
development. This took the issue of ‘slums’ in
the fast-growing cities of the least developed
countries, and poverty reduction, as its core
mandate.

This policy was captured in the Government’s
‘Target Strategy Paper’ for “Meeting the
challenge of poverty in urban areas” as its
initiative towards the United Nations
Millennium Summit, September 2000. The
summit agreed the Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs) now including the new
internationally agreed goal “To reduce the
number of slum-dwellers by 100 million by
2020” – thus establishing an agreed and
measured Civic Diagnosis-type imperative.
Operationally this was set out as the policy
for the newly created ‘Cities Alliance’
between UNCHS-Habitat and the World Bank
and primarily sponsored by DFID and further
like-minded national government donors.

This 2022 Study considers the effects of the
broadening of world events in Urban
Development leading up to the UN 2000
Millennium Summit, with the various United
Nations Global Conferences on Human
Settlements in 1976 and 1996. The radical
change of government in the UK in 1997 and
the advent of DFID meant that there could
then be a far greater emphasis on official
development assistance for this approach to
international planning and sustainable
development. Ground-breaking initiatives
then followed, and these are considered in
relation to the support also given to the
global, multi-lateral agencies (UN, World
Bank, EU, and Commonwealth), together with
recognition of the roles played by NGOs,
Business, and the Communities themselves.

Sequence of supporting publications started with DFID report 
on its new Urban Development programmes for the 17th

Session of the UN Commission on Human Settlements led by 
Michael Mutter May 1999; CHEC/CCGHS support for Habitat 
Agenda, Nov 1999; and all captured in the DFID Urban Policy 
Paper for the UN Millennium Summit and Millennium 
Development Goal for ‘slum-dwellers’, Cities Alliance, IUDD, 
and eradicating urban poverty published April 2001

Pioneers of Civic Diagnosis – by Michael Mutter – Volume 1 2022 – Introduction
Scope of the study outlined



With this new agreed approach to international
support for urban development, DFID reached
an agreement to fundamentally support the
United Nations Centre for Human Settlements
(UNCHS), with Michael Mutter taking over
leadership for this new policy initiative. He was
able to steadily increase the UK’s voluntary
contributions to UNCHS ten-fold. In addition,
international multi-lateral support was agreed
with the World Bank’s Urban Department, the
European Union’s urban initiatives and the
Commonwealth through the Commonwealth
Heads of Government Meetings (CHOGM), and
the establishment of the Commonwealth
Consultative Group on Human Settlements
(CCGHS). CCGHS as an inter-governmental
initiative had been created under the
leadership of the indefatigable Zena Daysh,
Executive Director of the Commonwealth
Human Ecology Council (CHEC) with DFID
support under Michael Mutter

Clare Short as Secretary of State for
International Development was very clear
about the need for DFID to lead on these new
multi-lateral arrangements supported by
appropriate and rigorous detailed research.
Michael led the ‘Urban EngKARS’ programme
at DFID that resulted in innovative ways of
working – for example with the UK Local
Government International Bureau in the City-
Community Challenge Fund (C3) supported by
research by CHEC and Jo Beall at LSE.

The 17th Session of the UN Commission on
Human Settlements enabled DFID to show to
the world how it had developed a new wide-
ranging multi-lateral approach to the issues of
urban planning, poverty and city development
under its new Infrastructure and Urban
Development Department led by John Hodges
with Michael Mutter for the cities element.

Direct support was in place for the World Bank
Urban Section, Cities Alliance, the
Commonwealth Secretariat, and the OECD in
Paris HQ for its new agreed global Urban
Environment Policy approach prepared by DFID
(co-authors David Satterthwaite and Michael
Mutter) for on-line training sessions under
‘Environ Ltd.’

DFID leadership for 17th Session of the UN 
Commission on Human Settlements – UK Foreign 
Secretary appoints Michael Mutter to act on his 
behalf at Session in Nairobi

The final pieces of DFID’s jigsaw of support
came with community-based low carbon
construction, maintenance and novel urban
‘slums’ finance initiatives that followed.

Pioneers of Civic Diagnosis – by Michael Mutter – Volume 1 2022 – Chapter 1
Exploring the reach of the UK engagement with inter-governmental bodies – UN HABITAT



Further research was commissioned by
Michael on Community Asset
Management (CAM) that had come out of
the British Council low carbon
construction field work on the DFID
programmes in India by Roger Bonner and
M K Das, later taken further by the Max
Lock Centre Research Group at
Westminster. See the “Rough Guide to
Community Asset Management” MLC
Publishing – also their ‘Localising the
Habitat Agenda’, and ‘Core Areas
Development Approach’ in India and
Indonesia, all of which followed the Civic
Diagnosis mantra of ‘Survey before Plan’
as their guiding principle.

Most significantly Clare Short welcomed
the initiatives Michael pursued with
research by Homeless International (an
organisation supported by the UK Housing
Association movement) for financing slum
dwellers’ own developments. A
symposium on “Bridging the Gap in
Housing Finance” resulted in the
formation of the Community-led
Infrastructure Finance Facility (CLIFF) led
by the experience of ‘Jokin’s local women-
led daily savings schemes under the
umbrella of the Slum Dwellers
International (SDI) organisation in India
and globally.

CLIFF was initiated under the Cities
Alliance and jointly funded by DFID and
Sida. It has survived successfully as a
low-income savings-scheme housing
model, allied to commercial finance in
India and Kenya. More recently, CLIFF
has transformed into ‘REALL’, the
successor to Homeless International,
but still supported by the UK Housing
Associations and Sida. In essence the
concept is the realisation of Civic
Diagnosis principles as community-led
initiatives. It was the forerunner of the
later UN-HABITAT Slum Upgrading
Finance Facility (SUFF) developed and
led by Michael Mutter within the UN.

The need for better urban management in 
the fast-growing cities and intermediate 
urban centres in developing countries, 
particularly South Asia and Africa has 
meant that Guidance in the form of Urban 
Planning and Management Guidelines has 
become an imperative supported by DFID 
India, and the UK Foreign Office ‘Future 
Cities Africa’ projects. It can be said that 
these continue the Max Lock Centre-led 
Civic Diagnosis approach in Official 
Development Assistance even up to 2021 
when DFID and the FCO joined forced to 
become FCDO, albeit with much reduced 
budgets from 7% GDP to 5%.

More recently, however, the Climate 
Change scenarios have meant that there is 
a wider recognition for the Geddes’ 
Human Ecology approach which we can 
conclude has come full circle I submit 
under the continuing steer of the 
“Pioneers of Civic Diagnosis”, and hence 
the need for this book to inform readers of 
the origins, principles, and on-the-ground 
experience of programmes initiated and 
supported by the UK’s international 
Official Development Assistance.

Pioneers of Civic Diagnosis – by Michael Mutter – Volume 1 2022 – Introduction
The broad effectiveness of the UK’s Official Development Assistance



Context: the established ‘Civic Diagnosis’ methodology
- as  developed by Max Lock under the British Government’s 1967 commissioned work for KADUNA as the Capital 
Territory of Northern Nigeria and refined by the Max Lock Group throughout Nigeria up to the present day in 2022

“Planning is of little use unless the town it 
is to serve is understood and appreciated 
by the planners, and the purpose of the 
planning is understood and appreciated 
by the people it is to serve. In order to 
practise a doctrine sometimes known as 
‘civic diagnosis’ the Max Lock Group 
Nigeria have  trained local people to 
undertake the extensive survey work 
shown here. Only in this way can realistic  
proposals have a sound foundation. 
Similarly, numerous discussions have 
been held consistently with relevant 
people to ascertain the aims and 
aspirations of urban Nigerians that can be 
achieved with the  changing appropriate 
technology prevalent at the particular 
period of the survey.”

The ‘Civic Diagnosis’ process works best through the 
recruitment and training of local ‘student survey 
staff’ – typically from local education institutions, 
but also others ensuring a balance of male/female 
and diversity and cultural considerations. The 
training of the trainers is equally intensive with long-
term prospects assured for the participants as 
future town planning staff, many of whom were 
subsequently recruited by the state government 
authorities, thus ensuring a sustainable continuity of 
understanding of the process for the long term.

Pioneers of Civic Diagnosis – by Michael Mutter – Volume 1 2022 – Introduction
Explaining the Civic Diagnosis methodology for all to onserve



MLGN 1976 Maiduguri Report
Shehu of Borno’s Palace commanding the head 
of the ceremonial ‘Dandal Way’ in the centre of 
the old town – Sketch by Suzi Mutter

The Max Lock Group Nigeria Team’s task was to 
analyse the data amassed by the field survey staff 
– the physical, agricultural, forestry, social and 
economic surveys, etc. – so that an emerging 
“Structure Plan” could be arrived at in discussion 
with the political and technical authorities of the 
state and local governments for each town and its 
surrounding sub-regional area, thus combining 
both rural and urban development prospects. The 
Structure Plans were seen as planning guidance 
that could be up-dated frequently as decisions on 
land allocations were made through the formal 
government-based ‘Site Allocation Committees’ in 
each town. Nigeria’s management of land 
administration involved a system whereby each 
resident would be entitled to a free allocation of a 
standard plot of land held personally on a 
‘certificate of ownership’ (CofO) for 100 years, and 
institutions could also be granted by each State 
Governor (as custodian on behalf of ‘the people’) 
an appropriate piece of land for its development 
over 50 years. In this was “Civic Diagnosis”
became both an analytical and safeguarding tool 
and a process for people-based planning on an 
ever-emerging basis, keeping up with changes of 
the development dynamics of an urban area and 
its surrounding and supporting hinterland. 
However, it relied heavily on its political support.

The resulting 1976 ‘Guide Plan’ for Maiduguri was brought together as a published “Structure
Plan” that outlined the fairly-severe flooding based ‘constraints’ to development, but also
indicated the ‘opportunities’ for development of the city along the ‘Bama Ridge’ that runs NW-
SE through the city. The largest allocation of land was for the new University that took over
from the earlier NE College of Arts and Science (NECAS). These complex plans were printed

under close supervision by the Warminster Press, near Bath, England.

Pioneers of Civic Diagnosis – by Michael Mutter – Volume 1 2022 – Introduction
Michael assists in establishing the Civic Diagnosis methodology in practice in Maiduguri

In 1975 Michael and Len Coulthard had joined the Max Lock Group Nigeria team in 
Maiduguri led by Michael Theis with Town Planners Roger Withers and Jan de Blauer, to 
be joined by Bolaji Arogbonlo and others from the Ahmadu Bello University (ABU) Urban 
and Regional Planning course, augmenting the very large indigenous field survey teams 
under Samuel Adenekan, Alkali Bulama and Sa’adu Dahiru..

It was a time for great innovation under the very engaged young military governor of 
North East State – Col. Muhammadu Buhari (now the civilian President of Nigeria), who 
valued the detailed methodologies of the Max Lock teams, and their engagement with 
the citizens at every step of the way towards a greater understanding of urban dynamics.



The Nigeria State Governments have since continued with 
their own commissions for the ‘Civic Diagnosis’ approach 
to urban planning and development principles, up to now

– the methodology has thus been entrenched as the 
philosophical basis for what professional activists now call 

‘The Resilient City’*

Michael Mutter quote to the DPU/UCL Knowledge in Action for Urban Equity 
Workshop 2nd February 2022

*The collective Nigeria Resilient Cities Network was set up at Ahmadu Bello University (ABU) Department of Urban and Regional Planning, August 2016, 
by Simon Gusah and Prof Adamu Ahmed seen here with The Vice Chancellor, Prof Colin Marx (DPU), and Michael Mutter (Head of Effective Cities in the 

Nigeria Infrastructure Advisory Facility – NIAF – funded by DFID Nigeria) with Jerry Mamman as Secretary; as a result, Simon Gusah was appointed by the 
Lagos State Government as the first Lagos City Resilience Officer and produced the Lagos City Resilience Plan supported by the Rockefeller Foundation 

(see www.resilientcitiesnetwork.org ) Top photo shows Nigeria Resilient Cities Network launch Workshop attendees, Abuja, November 2016

The Nigeria Resilient Cities Network (ABU Zaria-based) 

2nd National Workshop, at Abuja, November 2016

Pioneers of Civic Diagnosis – by Michael Mutter – Volume 1 2022 – Introduction



My 1942 School Atlas by John Bartholomew ‘Map of the World’ presented a very different political distribution centred on the 
British Empire that then dominated; this was to change radically after 1945 and presented the British Government with the 

need to rethink its relationship with those countries and how in the coming age of ‘The Commonwealth’ support to their long-
term development may be administered – hence the emergence of ‘Official Development Assistance’ in the years to come.

I became involved in this Government policy process; this book outlines an account of how that came about and how 
‘Civic Diagnosis’ was to play an essential policy role. 

Pioneers of Civic Diagnosis – by Michael Mutter – Volume 1 2022 – Introduction
Michael gains an interest in international affairs



Chapter 1

1.1 Origins of “Civic Diagnosis” 
in Urban Planning
Anticipating the aftermath of the Second World
War’s effect on cities in Britain, it was the
pioneer town planner Max Lock who coined the
phrase “Civic Diagnosis” as a working approach
to his planning for cities in war-torn UK in the
1940s, and afterwards with his individualistic
people-centred approach to urban renewal and
planning internationally. His reference was the
earlier work of Patrick Geddes and his natural
evolution approach to urban development,
emphasising the absolute need for ‘survey
before planning’.

“Geddes advocated the civic survey as
indispensable to urban planning: his motto was
"diagnosis before treatment". Such a survey
should include, at a minimum, the geology, the
geography, the climate, the economic life, and
the social institutions of the city and region. His
early work surveying the city of Edinburgh
became a model for later surveys. He was
particularly critical of that form of planning
which relied overmuch on design and effect,
neglecting to consider "the surrounding quarter
and constructed without reference to local
needs or potentialities". Geddes encouraged
instead exploration and consideration of the
"whole set of existing conditions", studying the
"place as it stands, seeking out how it has
grown to be what it is, and recognising alike its
advantages, its difficulties and its defects”.

Max Lock took this approach to heart, taking as
his starting point his architectural discipline at
the Architectural Association where he brought
his students to assist in the 1936 Ocean Street
Survey at Stepney, London, thus allowing them
to see first-hand the conditions of high-density
older housing on the ground, and the people
that lived there. It was a ground-breaking study.

Cover and photo  of  special issue of 
the Architect’s Journal for August 2nd, 
1945 as reprinted by Harrison & Sons 

Right: Example of 
‘before’ and ‘after’ 
tank neighbourhood  
“Civic Surgery” at 
Balrampur, India in 
the Municipal Plan 
by Patrick Geddes 
1919 in Jacqueline 
Tyrwhitt ‘Geddes in 
India’ - Rata Tata 
Library, Delhi 1947
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Special Edition of The
Architects’ Journal July 29, 
1943 on the Civic Diagnosis 
of the City of Hull
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Max Lock 1908-1988, architect-planner with a
reputation for a disruptive approach to town
planning that centred on living with his multi-
disciplinary teams (no room for ‘sector silos’
here) amongst the people, officials and
administrators of the towns and cities for which
he was commissioned to chart their long-term
futures, particularly in post-war Britain, but
subsequently also internationally.

See Max Lock’s Leverhulme studies on Hull (see
also footnote 9), defining the Geddesian
philosophy of “Civic Diagnosis”, and its
subsequent major applications in city planning,
particularly at Middlesbrough, and other cities
in the 1940s.

See also particularly Max Lock and Partners
(authors Max Lock and Michael Theis) on
KADUNA 1967/1967/2017, Surveys and Plans
for the Capital Territory for the Government of
Northern Nigeria, Faber and Faber, London 1967
– funded by the then Barbara Castle-led UK
Ministry of Overseas Development (later to
become DFID).

See also “Re-forming Britain: Narratives of
Modernity Before Reconstruction” Elizabeth
Darling - 2007 “Ocean Street, Stepney, London
pp 203–8; slum clearance 191, 199; survey AA
questionnaire 207 Ocean Street
Survey photographs 206 old age pensions, etc.”

Max combined his people-centred survey work
with practising as an architect, participating in
the MARS Group (see below the MARS Group
meeting in Bridgwater, Somerset, and its
retrospective in 2007)

Max was also elected as an independent Ward
Councillor at Watford City Council, where he
was living at the time, and where he came
face-to-face with the views of his electorate as
a constantly challenging process. Max’s direct
experience as a people-centred urban
development practitioner, with internationalist
views, was thus well grounded in the
immediate pre-war period in the UK. Then, in
1939, came the war and everything changed.

See Wikipedia section on ‘Conscientious Objectors’
“In the Second World War, following the National Service
(Armed Forces) Act 1939, there were nearly 60,000
registered Conscientious Objectors. Testing by tribunals
resumed, this time by special Conscientious Objection
Tribunals chaired by a judge, and the effects were much
less harsh… The tribunals could grant full exemption,
exemption conditional on alternative service, exemption
only from combatant duties, or dismiss the application. Of
the 61,000 who were registered, 3,000 were given
complete exemption; 18,000 applications were initially
dismissed, but a number of such applicants succeeded at
the Appellate Tribunal, sometimes after a "qualifying"
sentence of three-months' imprisonment for an offence
deemed to have been committed on grounds of
conscience.”)

Max set about continuing his on-the-ground
work with his students, attracting a
Leverhulme Scholarship Grant for the
purpose. This allowed Max to continue his
“Civic Diagnosis” approach to ‘Planning with
People in their Cities’ – hence the title of
this interim paper.

The results attracted a following, not least
among the civic leaders of cities, and in
particular the County Borough of
Middlesbrough and the Middlesbrough
Corporation, not least the Town Clerk
Preston Kitchen, Esq., CBE, “who over many
years worked for the betterment of the town
and the welfare of its people”.

Max had gathered together a remarkable
group of like-minded practitioners in the
range of respective field necessary for the
‘Civic Diagnosis’ approach. This ‘Max Lock
Group’ became the war-time operational
group that went on to define how the ideas
could be put into reality, and Middlesbrough
became the stage-set for this flowering of
Town Planning thought, much admired, not
least by Architects’ Journal issues of the day.

See “Rebuilding Britain's Blitzed Cities: 
Hopeful Dreams, Stark Realities” Catherine 
Flinn - 2018 - ”Hull 'working out and getting 
on with their plans and proposals forthwith, 
... best known, and largest, of these was the 
survey headed by Max Lock from 
1939. Lock had received a Leverhulme 
research grant for a complete survey of Hull”
The term “Betterment” also became a major 
aspect of the 1947 Town and Country 
Planning Act 

See the Dedication in the 471 page book 
published by The Middlesbrough 
Corporation, Yorkshire, November 1946 on 
The Middlesbrough Survey and Plan – the 
result of 3 years on-the-ground work whose 
principal author was Max Lock; see also 
Annex 1 to this paper.
Ruth Glass was a sociologist, urban planner 
and founder of UCL’s Centre for Urban 
Studies. ... During the 1940s Glass turned to 
urban planning and development, and joined 
University College London in 1950 where she 
remained for the rest of her academic 
career.
“Jaqueline Tyrwhitt: a founding mother of 
modern urban design” 
by E Shoshkes - 2006 - ”Jaqueline 
Tyrwhitt (1905–83) was a town planner, 
editor and educator who was at the centre of 
a group of people who shaped the post-war 
Modern Movement.”

Max was a Quaker, and with the onset of war in
1939 this brought him into conflict with
authority, declaring himself a ‘conscientious
objector’. On this basis, Max was successful in
avoiding direct imprisonment, instead being
appointed as the Head of the Hull School of
Architecture in place of Sir Leslie Martin who
was required at the London County Council to
develop the principal buildings for the
anticipated Festival of Britain – the Festival Hall,
etc., in the aftermath of the war period.

CIAM had been set up by Walter 
Gropius and other like-minded 
architects, planners, sociologists and 
environmentalist in the 1930s; ten 
years later in 1947 they reaffirmed 
their beliefs for  a socially-driven 
world where physical planning could 
respect the people they were to 
serve – much as the ideals of Civic 
Diagnosis. Max joined the group 
enthusiastically and helped to 
publicise tehir objectives.

Pioneers of Civic Diagnosis – by Michael Mutter – Volume 1 2022 – Chapter 1
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1.1 The Max Lock ‘Group’ set
up to work in Middlesbrough

Following the principle that the entire
planning team needed to live, breathe and
work in the town, close to the people that
mattered, Max acquired a large house in the
city, and set up a convivial household with
the members of the team as they came to
work in the city.

Thus it was that Ruth Glass and Jacqueline
Tyrwhitt (planners, both of the Association
for Planning and Regional Construction) and
other sociologists, architect-planners Jessica
Alberry, Justin Blanco-White, Katherine Scott
and Nora Nicoll, together with geographer A
E Smailes, economist S G Raybould, and
many others, came together as a multi-
disciplinary team living and discussing
together, interviewing the town’s official,
administrators, and ordinary citizens, in
order to conduct in-depth analyses of the
people and conditions of the town so that
they could put forward plans for the future
of the city. This was not the usual approach
undertaken by town planners of the day.
Ruth Glass was a sociologist, urban planner
and founder of UCL’s Centre for Urban
Studies.

As Max said in his author’s note to the
study: “Too long have we treated urban
problems as if they were merely skin deep,
forgetting that the aesthetic superstructure
of fine building can only grow upon sound
economic and social foundations. The
regeneration of our obsolete and blighted
towns, industrially overdeveloped, culturally
stilted, requires penetrating diagnosis of all
aspects of town life. This can only be
achieved by teamwork among the planners
and the eager co-operation of the citizens –
their clients.

During the 1940s Ruth Glass (MLG team 
member) turned to urban planning and 
development, and joined University 
College London in 1950 where she 
remained for the rest of her academic 
career, at the Centre of Urban Studies.

See “Jaqueline Tyrwhitt: a founding 
mother of modern urban design” 
by E Shoshkes - 2006 - ”Jaqueline 
Tyrwhitt (1905–83) was a town planner, 
editor and educator who was at the 
centre of a group of people who shaped 
the post-war Modern Movement.”

The Max Lock Group 
Middlesbrough Team 
resident, living and working 
with communities in the city

Pioneers of Civic Diagnosis – by Michael Mutter –
Volume 1 2022 – Chapter 1



Max continued “It was Sir Patrick Geddes who
first drew attention to the need for penetrating
analysis of town life before any planning
remedies for existing evils could be effected,
who over thirty years ago revolted against the
practice of treating Civic Design as an
architectural “cosmetic” to patch up the scarred
and neglected faces of our towns, and it was he
who in his “Cities in Evolution”, recommended
a detailed enquiry into the human and physical
foundations that underlie and permeate the
town planner’s field.

“Yet it is only now (1945) that thinking people,
having observed the legacy of the inter-war
years in which the muddle and blight have far
outstripped the controls of statutory planning,
are ready to accept the revolution of ideas that
Geddes incepted. They have come to
appreciate that town planning is a combination
of exact science and intuitive art; that its
method is based on equal ingredients both of
accurate measurement and human
understanding; and that because it deals with
the most vital commerce of all, human beings
and their welfare, those who plan towns must
ensure that the bias of mere opinion, however
expert, the capriciousness of design, however
well trained, should be tempered and
disciplined by the inescapability of carefully
ascertained facts.

“In a democracy, paper plans merely bought
from specialists seldom materialise: for the
only plans that people labour to achieve are the
plans they help to make themselves. Planning is
chiefly a matter of urban diplomacy. For this
reason my colleagues and I came to
Middlesbrough and met and consulted
thousands of citizens. From all sources a wealth
of valuable information was placed at our
disposal, sifted down and presented in the form
of maps, diagrams, tables and detailed reports.
Each map and diagram is self-explanatory,
showing the rebuilding of the methods we have
used and the progressive steps that have led to
the formulation of the Masterplan – a plan
which is the product of corporate action and
synthesis of many plans – a plan for industry,
for transport, for housing and neighbourhood
life, a plan for open space and recreation, for
health services and retail trade – in fact a plan
or policy for every aspect of town life.”

Pioneers of Civic Diagnosis – by Michael Mutter – Volume 1 2022 – Chapter 1
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“Citizen participation, important though it is in
the making of a plan, is even more so in the
difficult stages of implementation. A city is not
like a ship and cannot be laid up in dry dock but
must be repaired while the mechanism is in full
motion. How are we to accomplish this? Firstly,
by survey and diagnosis which, once begun,
becomes a continuous process. For this we need
continuous teamwork between specialists,
officials and civic leaders. Secondly, by
imaginative action. In a changing age we are
finding that problems of reconstruction call for a
quality of urban statesmanship and initiative that
was seldom exercised in the years before the war.
This calls for a new comprehensive planning set
up. The immediate future demands a local
planning agency which, instead of acting merely
as adjudicator of deposited plans, becomes a
dynamic initiator and reconciler of conflicting
interests in all their detail and complexity –
financial, legal and personal. Thirdly, by good
publicity. The redevelopment of town
environment is essentially “personal” and
requires to be made known and understood not
only by means of the press, brochures, lectures,
films, but by a strong public relations organisation
through which industrial, trade, cultural and
citizens groups can at all times contribute to their
city. Without these positive means we cannot
hope to create the impetus that will translate
paper plans into reality.”

A further discourse on the Civic Diagnosis
methodology was made famous and public by the
extraordinary British film made by Jill Craigie for
the Horizon Film Unit, Merton Park Studios –
“Picture Paper” – that followed the young Max
Lock team around Middlesbrough as they sought
their interviews with the local residents.

See details of “Picture Paper”, a film by Horizon
Film Unit, Merton Park Studios, directed by Jill
Graigie, and distributed by Film Producers Guild
Ltd.

See also the excellent account of this period by 
Naoki Motouch (University of Luton, UK) and Nick 
Tiratso (University of Nottingham, UK): “Max 
Lock, Middlesbrough, and a forgotten tradition 
in British post-war planning” Research paper 
based on the letters and accounts held at the 
Max Lock Archive, University of Westminster 
(naoki.motouchi@luton.ac.uk) 

The street-by-street household
surveys by the Max Lock Group
social team was complemented
by full ‘Asset Surveys’ of the Land
Use, geography, all provision of
schools, health centres, and waste
collection with very detailed data;
schoolchildren prepare air
pollution surveys by measuring
soot deposits; the large scaled
models and public exhibition,
together with the explanatory
‘penny pamphlets’ brought the
entire town together to view their
actual conditions and the
proposals that the City
Corporation would be able to
implement. In this way the entire
population were invited to be
involved in the Civic Diagnosis of
their town and what holds for the
future
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1.3 Use of ‘Civic Diagnosis’ in International Urban 
Planning as UK Official Development Assistance

We may ask how has the UK Government
conducted its support for international planning
and urban development through its channels of
official assistance over the years? In order to
understand the remit of the British Government
in terms of continuing the concepts of Planning
with People in their Cities, we must look at the
origins of the current official organ of official
development assistance (ODA) in the eventual
form of the UK’s Department for International
Development (DFID)

“The erstwhile Department has its origins from
the Ministry of Overseas Development (ODM)
created during the Labour government of 1964–
70, which combined the functions of the earlier
Department of Technical Cooperation and the
overseas aid policy functions of the Foreign,
Commonwealth Relations, and Colonial Offices
and of other government departments. After the
election of a Conservative government in October
1970, the Ministry of Overseas Development was
incorporated into the Foreign Office and renamed
the Overseas Development Administration (ODA).
The ODA was overseen by a Minister of state in
the Foreign Office who was accountable to
the Foreign Secretary. Though it became a section
of the Foreign Office, the ODA was relatively self-
contained with its own minister, and the policies,
procedures, and staff remained largely intact.”

This is certainly a complicated history even prior
to the major changes that occurred with the
coming of the New Labour victory in 1997, the
formation of the Department of International
Development (DFID) that then took over the
entire remit of the earlier ODA at the Foreign
Office.

However, back in 1964 Max Lock had been invited
by the then Ministry of Overseas Development
to respond to a request by the Government of
Northern Nigeria to prepare Surveys and Plans for
Kaduna as the Capital Territory of Northern
Nigeria. This was a significant break-through for
‘official development assistance’ in the planning
sphere. So UK government had its policy in place.

By that time, Max had already completed many
Survey-based Plans for towns, as follows:

• The Hartlepools Survey and Plan, 1948
• Outline Plan for Portsmouth and District, 1949
• Bedford by the River, 1952
• Development Plan for the Capital City of

Amman, Jordan, 1955
• The New Basra, 1956
• El Beida Capital, Libya, 1957
• Sheikh Othoman, Aden, 1960
• Sutton Coldfield’s Central Area, 1961
• Salisbury City Centre, 1963
• Brentford’s Riverfront, 1964

In this respect, Max had already established his
unique Geddesian approach for Surveys and Plans
for cities even in countries outside the UK. These
were generally commissions that were funded by
the countries themselves. However, he was keen
to put this process into the hands of more direct
UK official development assistance. He was a
frequent visitor to ODM’s offices in Victoria (he
had acquired a new home at 7 Victoria Square, in
London, and so was positioned neatly in the heart
of the government enclaves) and had struck up a
good relationship with the officials there.

The commission for Kaduna was thus a fulfilment
of bringing the art of Town Planning into the
realm of official development assistance. The
British High Commission in Nigeria, although
primarily based in the then capital in Lagos, a
further BHC sub-office and the Deputy High
Commissioner were to be found in Kaduna.
Everyone was very supported of this iconic
development.

Kaduna had been established originally by Lord
Lugard as the capital of Northern Nigeria in 1905
in virgin territory – well away from the recently
defeated emirate towns of Kano, Katsina and
Zaria. The settlement took its name from the
River Kaduna (“Kaduna” meaning ‘Crocodiles’ in
the native Hausa language, of which there were
many in those waters, being far from other
established settlements).



To a certain extent Max cited the advent of the 1947
Town and Country Planning Act that put in place the
statutory requirement for all local governments to
establish their formal planning authorities to be overseen
by qualified appointed officials that negated much of the
demand for consultant town planning firms, and so they
had to seek commissions from overseas (often supported
by the UK Embassies), but outside the remit of official
development assistance.

‘Nigeria’ was established following British-led wars
principally over the kingdoms of Benin, Zaria and Kano,
forming a border with the neighbouring French enclaves
of Niger, Cameroun, and Togo. The significant confluence
of the Rivers Niger and Benue gave the protectorate its
name of Nigeria, the northern territory being governed on
the basis of Lugard’s “dual mandate” – keeping the native
authorities under the overall protection of the British
presence and District Heads.

Laying out Lugard’s Plan for
establishing Kaduna as a Capital City
for Northern Nigeria

The area was ideal ‘savannah’ land for a
capital city – sparsely vegetated and gently
undulating towards the river, only peppered
on its further landscape by dramatic gneiss
outcrops. The settlement grew slowly at
first, bringing a workforce from
neighbouring, but distant, tribes to be
housed in new high-density ‘Tudun Wada’
and ‘Sabon Gari’ or ‘new towns’, outside the
spacious and leafy ‘Government Reserve
Areas’ (GRAs). Lugard Hall was built as the
iconic British Headquarters that dominated
Kingsway, parallel to the commercial
Queensway. The strategic importance of the
town was more firmly established with the
coming of the railways whereby Kaduna was
linked directly to Lagos and Port Harcourt to
the south, and initially just to Kano in the
north. The railway connections meant that
Kaduna thrived commercially as the textiles
capital of West Africa, and processing the
vast agricultural reserves of the northern
province.

By 1964, just four years after Nigerian
independence, the city was ripe for planning
as a Capital City – after all, Australia had
Canberra, South Africa had Pretoria, and
Canada had settled on Toronto. The UK could
assist this newly independent country
develop an ideal capital city to relieve the
over-crowded port city of Lagos, the current
capital, (as Max commented – “Lagos is as if
being the laundry mark on the handkerchief
of Nigeria”.

However, Max was not going to be deflected
from his Survey and Plan approach to charting
the future of this dynamic city. He had amassed
a planning team with his erstwhile Survey
Director Michael Theis, and brought in architects
Robert Collis, Brian Carter, Ina Simpson, Sharaf
Bushara, Axel Huth and his London partner in
the firm Gerald King; Ian Fraser and Associated
were the engineers together with the radical
traffic consultant Peter Hills, agricultural adviser
R J Osborne (Acting Director of the Northern
Nigeria Development Corporation) and Harvey
Cole as the economic adviser. His ‘big gun’,
however was Sir Desmond Heap, Comptroller
and City Solicitor to the Corporation of the City
of London with whom Max was able to put
together the first Town Planning Act for
Northern Nigeria, together with its
administrative system of city government. This
was a formidable team, all to be found living
together in the city over the coming 18 months.
The resulting publication by Faber and Faber –
“KADUNA 1917/1967/2017” – was a far-
reaching seminal work for international planning
and indeed for the beginnings of what would
come to be known as ‘sustainable development’.

World events were not to be so kind to the
proposed capital city concept – Nigeria became
embroiled in an ugly civil war, staving off the
secession ambitions of Biafra, the former
Eastern Region, that wanted to break away from
the Federation. They were roundly defeated by
the Nigerian army, but the military take-over of
the country did not allow Kaduna to become the
country’s capital after all.

Nevertheless, the city retained its dominance
over the north for many years to come. That is
until a subsequent military government wisely
decreed that a new Federal Capital should be
sought, defined, and planned at Abuja in the
geographic centre of the country, with more
shades of a remote Brasilia rather than the
commercial heartland of Kaduna. The presence
of the new Federal Capital, just 100km to the
south sucked the development potential out of
Kaduna in the ensuing years, its capital effect
being reduced to that of a state capital, one of
32 states in the remorselessly sub-divided, but
also effectively subdued, country.

The detail of this original Civic Diagnostic Plan is
immense and occupies an entire Working Paper
at the Max Lock Centre, University of Westminster.

The Report on Kaduna was published in 1967 by Faber and Faber, 
Publishers in London, in order to give the knowledge it produced 
a global audience as well as an audience in Nigeria. 

I became part of a small Review Panel of the work, set up by Max 
Lock in 1968 in London in order to keep in perspective the 
knowledge base, and be in a position to respond to current 
criticism of the work. The Panel also provided a discourse 
particularly among Universities and Planning Bodies in the UK and 
internationally.
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The Town Planning proposals for Kaduna 
as the 1967 Capital of Northern Nigeria 

The published proposals were based on the ‘opportunities’ 
derived from the detailed socio-economic-environmental 
‘Civic Diagnosis’ of the entire city identifying where people 
lived and in what conditions; the gaps thus identified in the 
physical layout of the city, together with a political 
understanding of where the authorities wanted the city to 
grow, gave a basis for these planning proposals. As Max 
himself said: “always in town planning, proposals are the 
‘snap-shot’ of possible future reality, but entirely being built 
on political pragmatism.” Soon the Northern Territories were 
to be split into many States, and the railway was never moved 
out of the centre of town as proposed in these plans.

However, in 2010 the State Government asked the Max Lock 
Consultants Nigeria, still based in Kaduna, to revise and 
update the plans based on a new ‘Civic Diagnosis’ of the 
entire city as it had gown so rapidly in the Nigerian context.

Pioneers of Civic Diagnosis – by Michael Mutter – Volume 1 2022 – Chapter 1
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Kaduna: Integrating 
new Housing Areas

The Civic Diagnosis approach 
enabled some very detailed 
planning proposals that could 
respect the existing modest 
local housing and still expand 
the living accommodation for 
new residents to the 
neighbourhoods.

The Max Lock Group architects 
worked with residents on site to 
devise new housing models that 
would suit their particular family 
structures and affordability.



1.4 The Civic Diagnosis methodology in use –
Extensive application of the people-based surveys and plans
The Max Lock Group Nigeria had been commissioned by the 1972 North-East State
Government to prepare Development Plans for Maiduguri as capital city, together with a
further six major cities of the State. Subsequently, the State was subdivided in April 1976
into Borno State, Gongola State and Bauchi State (see map on next page).

The overall north-eastern Civic Diagnosis-based urban planning work concluded in 1977,
but the headquarters in Maiduguri remained in place and fully staffed with experienced
survey-planners for the further Civic Diagnosis type work that were subsequently
commissioned directly by the State Governments throughout Nigeria.
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The Max Lock Group Nigeria Team
Resident, living and working with the communities of the cities 
where their survey and structure planning work was undertaken; 
Max Lock seen at centre of photo with the locally recruited 
professional survey and planning team. Michael Mutter photo 1975

The resulting 1976 ‘Guide Plan’ for
Maiduguri was brought together as a
published “Structure Plan” that
outlined the fairly severe flooding
based ‘constraints’ to development,
but also indicated the ‘opportunities’
for development of the city along the
‘Bama Ridge’ that runs NW-SE through
the city. The largest allocation of land
was for the new University that took
over from the earlier NE College of
Arts and Science (NECAS). Photo shows
team at work in the purpose-built
office in Maiduguri in January 1975
when Michael Mutter joined the team
for 10-year residency in Nigeria.



Continuity of the Civic
Diagnosis approach in
further Nigeria States

This process for “Civic Diagnosis”
Survey and Planning gained
recognition from the emerging
professional bodies of Nigeria,
recognising also the capacity-
building and training of Town
Planners that the process
involved. In the new Borno State
this involved new work on the 7
Local Government Headquarter
Towns.

In 1977 Max Lock Group Nigeria
Ltd received a commission from
the then North Central State
Government of Nigeria for
‘Surveys and Structure Plans’ for
Katsina and a further six Local
Government Headquarter towns
of the former Katsina Province
part of the State. As usual a full
team was set up resident in the
seven town, and the State HQ in
Kaduna. The Team is shown here

Katsina and six LGA 
Headquarter towns
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In 1978 Max Lock Group Nigeria Ltd
received commissions from the newly
formed Niger State Government for a State-
wide Regional Plan, and Structure Plans for
Minna, the capital city, and for the
secondary towns of Bida, Kontagora and
Suleja.

The Niger State Regional Plan was an
important innovation for one of the new
State Governments, particularly for its
relationship with the 1976 establishment of
the new Federal Capital Territory for Abuja,
taking the name from the ‘old’ Abuja now
to be called Suleja with its chunk of land
out of Niger State. For the Max Lock
consultancy it was a useful confirmation of
the importance of each city’s Sub-Region as
an element of the Civic Diagnosis process.

Michael Mutter again led the Team now
based in the Capital City of Minna, a newer
city based on the intersecting railways from
Lagos in the south to Kaduna, Kano, and
Maiduguri in the north of the country.

More State Governments 
commission Civic Diagnosis 
Surveys and Town Plans

The Civic Diagnosis principles adopted in use
In each of these cities, the ‘Geddesian’ principle of full human-
ecological socio-economic and environmental survey was 
undertaken with locally recruited field staff before the political-
economic plan was conceived and tested with the local community. 
This was quite an achievement for the States to adopt themselves.

Suleja Master Plan
2000
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On leaving Nigeria in 1986 Michael Mutter and Len 
Coulthard joined the Lewis & Hickey partnership, London

Mike Theis and Max Lock were also retained as advisers for a continuity of the 
Civic Diagnosis principles of ‘meticulous survey before planning’ within the 
expanding Lewis & Hickey Town Planning consultancy in UK and internationally.

Michael Mutter builds relationship with University of Westminster, completing his MA
on the early years for the Max Lock Group. In 1992 he is selected by Commonwealth
Association of Architects to represent them for the 1992 Commonwealth Foundation
Fellowship programme. An element of this programme required Michael to represent
the Head of the Commonwealth (HM Queen Elizabeth II) on a tour of Commonwealth
countries, at Head of State level. This enabled him to explore Civic Diagnosis-type
activities in Botswana, Namibia and Zambia.

The programme brought Michael into the Official Development Assistance remit of the
UK Government’s Overseas Development Administration (ODA) at that time being a
part of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, and his subsequent appointment as the
UK’s Senior Architectural and Physical Planning Adviser in ODA.

The Commonwealth Foundation Team, having been briefed on the entire working of
the Commonwealth, including by its Head at Buckingham Palace, explored and
reported on how social and planning programmes, particularly health, education and
urban development were operational in each of these southern African countries.

Sketches of urban settings in Zambia, 
Botswana and Namibia on-site  by 
Michael Mutter during the 1992 
investigative tour
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1.5 Between 1990 and 2000 there was a 
decade of remarkable United Nations-led 
inter-governmental conferences that 
recognised ‘Civic Diagnosis’ principles in the 
Habitat Agenda that emerged

The United Nations Cities 
Summit ‘Habitat II’ at Istanbul 
1996 was coordinated by the 
UN Centre for Human 
Settlements (UNCHS), based 
at the UN HQ in Nairobi. The 
Conference delegates agreed 
The Habitat Agenda mandate.

‘Habitat II’

The United Nations Habitat Conferences

The first UN Conference on Human Settlements had been held in Vancouver in
1976 was attended by Barbara Ward and David Satterthwaite forming the
International Institute for Environment and Development; and Zena Daysh who
had formed the Commonwealth Human Ecology Council.(CHEC) in 1954,
embodying the Geddes principles of Human Ecology. CHEC became recognised at
the UN Headquarters in New York as an accredited member of ECOSOC – the only
NGO in the field.

UN Environment Conferences

The first UN Environment Conference was
held in Stockholm in 1974 out of which the
Housing Directive was formed in New York.
After the Vancouver Habitat Conference the
Housing Directive was moved to the new UN
Fourth Headquarters base at Gigiri, Nairobi, as
the UN Centre for Human Settlements,
following the UN Environment Programme.
The “Earth Summit” was held at Rio de Janeiro
in 1992 and agreed ‘Agenda 21’ as its outcome
for national governments to adopt in their
own strategies for protecting the
environment.

The Complementary UN 
Conferences

The decade of remarkable United Nations
Conferences that included Stockholm 1974 on
Environment and Vancouver 1976 on Human
Settlements were followed by Jontien 1990 on
Education; New York 1990 on Children; UNCED
and its Agenda 21 at Rio de Janeiro 1992;
Vienna 1993 on Human Rights; Cairo 1994 on
Population; Copenhagen 1995 on Social
Development; Beijing 1995 on Women;
Habitat II Cities Summit at Istanbul 1996; all of
which contributed to the Millennium Summit
at the UN HQ September 2000 and agreement
on the Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs); Sustainable Urban Development at
New York 2001 which adopted the mandate
“to Improve the lives of 100 million slum
dwellers by 2020” under the Cities Alliance
(WB/UNCHS).
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An example of the UK projects 
under ODA had been the UK 
support the refugee crisis in the 
city of Battambang, Cambodia, as 
Official Development Assistance.

The UK input to the United 
Nations Habitat II Conference at 
Istanbul 1996 – “The Cities 
Summit” – was coordinated by 
the Housing Division of the UK 
Department of Environment and 
the UK Housing Associations, and 
the ODA at the Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office (FCO). 

The UK Overseas Development 
Administration under the Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office responded to this 
decade of UN Conferences with specific 
inputs across all government Departments 
together with the coordination of inputs 
from UK civil society generally
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1.6 Creating the long-term outcome for Civic Diagnosis 
in UK The Max Lock Centre is established at the 
University of Westminster, London

Centrepiece of the Max Lock Centre was the Public 
Exhibition on the Life and Work of Max Lock 1909-1988

- A celebration of the origins and practice of ‘Civic Diagnosis’

The first showing of the Public Exhibition was eld at the School of Architecture and 
Cities, University of Westminster, London, December 1996; the exhibition then  went 
on a world tour.

In terms of Town Planning practice
Max had adopted the Geddesian 
‘Civic Diagnosis’ principles of ‘survey 
before plan’ faithfully. 

He then convinced governments to follow this lead, 
both in terms of their Official Development Assistance 
internationally, and in the recipient State and National 
Governments themselves. But this is little understood –
why invest so heavily in the communities themselves 
researching the basic data that would enable better, 
more sustainable and ‘Resilient’ City Plans?

The idea of a Public Exhibition to explain how these 
principles had been developed gained recognition in 
the academics leading the School of Architecture and 
Cities where Michael had qualified in Town Planning 
and where he and Mike Theis had secured the lasting 
Archive of Max’s papers after his untimely and sudden 
death in 1988. The Archive had also spawned the 
establishment of The Max Lock Centre at the University, 
where the Max Lock Group personnel could continue 
this valuable work – See 
www.maxlockcentre@westminster.ac.uk

The Exhibition production 
team consisted of Mike Theis
Dr Peter Newman, Len 
Coulthard, Michael Mutter, 
Tony Lloyd-Jones and Ming-
Wai Cheng seen at right with 
graphics by Jeremy Brook
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The exhibition comprised 10  A0 numbered panels 
together with a folded A2 brochure with the same 
numbers for reference; a selection are reproduced 
here in this Volume 1 ‘scrapbook’ of the Overview.

The exhibition was first shown at the School 
of Architecture and Cities at the University 
of Westminster, Marylebone Road campus, 
December 1996, and subsequently on tour.

Max Lock 1909-1988 A Public Exhibition of his life and work
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The Public Exhibition charts Max Lock’s development of the ‘Civic Diagnosis’ 
concepts and methodologies across 60 years in practice and in retirement

The primary authors of the Exhibition panels
and accompanying brochure were the core Max
Lock Group Team at the Max Lock Centre led by
Dr Mike Theis (maxlockc@Westminster.ac.uk)

The research and Public Exhibition was funded by a grant from
the RIBA Modern Architecture and Town Planning Trust with
support from RTPI and Lewis & Hickey Town Planning where
Michael Mutter and Len Coulthard were Principal Partners.



The research was based on the collection of 
Max Lock papers housed at the newly 
established Max Lock Archive at the 
University of Westminster Archive.
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A conclusion to Chapter 1 on The Origins of ‘Civic Diagnosis’ – the role of Max Lock
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Chapter 2
‘Civic Diagnosis’ and setting the scene for 
progress 1997-2009

2.1 – May 1997 – A radical new ‘people-led’ Labour Government for the UK – also established 
the Department for International Development (DFID) independent from the Foreign Office with 
Clare Short as its first Secretary of State for International Development, a Cabinet Office post.

Setting up the new DFID 
Infrastructure and Urban 
Development Department 
(IUDD)

John Hodges as Chief Engineering Adviser
appointed Michael Mutter to lead on Urban
Development. His first action was to propose
that the new DFID take over the UK
responsibility for the Commission on Human
Settlements and its secretariat the UN Centre
on Human Settlements (UNCHS) from the
Department of Environment. The respective
Permanent Secretaries agreed and the
budget for the core funding ‘voluntary
contributions’ were duly transferred. Michael
was appointed the UK’s formal representative
to the Commission by the UK Foreign
Secretary to act on his behalf at the bi-annual
Commission meetings at the UN in Nairobi.

Michael took on Tony Lloyd-Jones as his
second adviser to coordinate policy with the
UN, and with the European Union’s
international Urban Development Team;
Michael continued with the coordination
with the UN-NY, World Bank, Commonwealth
bodies and the UK Universities’ Research
Programmes for Urban and City Development
support. In this way Michael and Tony
developed the UK policy for Official
Development Assistance to continue in the
Civic Diagnosis philosophy

17th Session of the 
Commission on Human 
Settlements, Nairobi, May 
1999 

In order to consolidate this new position for 
the UK Michael commissioned an Overview 
publication to set out the full range of DFID 
support for Human Settlements 
development
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DFID supports CHEC at the 
Commonwealth Heads of 
Government Meeting in 
Edinburgh 1998

Michael assists the Commonwealth Human
Ecology Council (CHEC), with the
Commonwealth Association of Surveyors, to
form a new body - ‘The Built Environment
Professions in the Commonwealth’ (BEPIC).
This coordinating body established the
Commonwealth Consultative Group on
Human Settlements (CCGHS) as proposed
during the 17th Session of UNCHS.

By the 18th Session in Nairobi the parallel
inter-governmental CCGHS Meeting of
national representatives agree the
Commonwealth Target – “To achieve
demonstrated progress towards adequate
shelter for all with secure tenure and access
to essential services in every community by
2015”, thus bring their target in line with all
the other Millennium Development Goals
and spearheading a continuity for the Civic
Diagnosis philosophy through the Official
Development Assistance for every
Commonwealth country. Some achievement!

CCGHS – Commonwealth  
Consultative Group on 
Human Settlements agrees 
Commonwealth Target

At their meeting at the 18th Session of the 
Commission on Human Settlements 
formally adopted the Target and agreed to 
put this forward at the forthcoming UN 
Millennium Summit at the UN in New York 
– scheduled for September 2000. They 
also agree to put the detailed aspects of 
this their Commonwealth Development 
Framework to their respective national 
governments to steer their own 
development priorities.

The subsequent Commonwealth Heads of 
Government Meetings (CHOGMs) formally 
recognised the work of CCGHS in 
promoting the need for cities throughout 
the Commonwealth. This enabled 
particular attention to the ways in which 
communities can form  core aspects of 
their development agendas. This is an 
important step towards recognising and 
understanding the Civic Diagnosis 
principles being carried forward.
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DFID leadership on DAC-ODA 
Guidance: Shaping the Urban 
Environment – see overleaf:

DFID Leadership on Commonwealth 
Focus on the Habitat Agenda (CCGHS) 
The Commonwealth Framework for Human Settlements



In late 1998 the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of the 
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 
approached DFID to assist in the preparation of new authoritative 
Guidance for member states to follow concerning Official Development 
Assistance programmes for the Urban Environment. Clare Short was 
happy to nominate Michael Mutter, head of the Infrastructure and 
Urban  Development Department (IUDD) to take the lead and assemble 
a team for the task. 

The team assembled at DFID in London and consisted of representatives 
from all OECD countries with a major contribution drafted by David 
Satterthwaite of IIED. Draft Guidance was presented by Michael and David 
to the full DAC Committee meetings at OECD in Paris. A final version was 
prepared from this feedback and presented by Michael at a DAC meeting 
in Paris in March 1999. It was unanimously approved for publication on 
the OECD website – see  (www.oecd/dac/urbenv/)
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Clare Short as the first 
DFID Secretary of State 
encouraged Michael 
and the Urban Team to 
work consistently with 
the inter-governmental 
bodies such as OECD, 
the World Bank, the 
Commonwealth and 
the United Nations in 
extending an 
effectiveness for the 
new recognition of 
urban issues being at 
the forefront of 
poverty eradication.



2.3 The United Nations Millennium Summit, New York, September 2000

DFID Publishes ’Target Strategy’ 
Papers as the UK contribution:

“Meeting the Challenge of
Poverty in Urban Areas” – first
UK Urban Development Strategy
Clare Short had taken the opportunity of the
forthcoming UN Millennium Summit to be held at
the United Nations Headquarters in New York, for
DFID to set out the suite of UK Strategy Papers –
see Box opposite for the full list of ‘TSPs’.

These are the ‘Strategies for achieving the
international development targets’ which
became known as the Millennium Development
Goals as a result of the Millennium Summit.

The OECD Development Assistance Committee
had requested that all data indicating progress
towards meeting the ‘International Development
Targets’ should be disaggregated for rural and
urban areas, as supported by DFID towards
improved statistical and data collection capacity
at the local level – if meaningful and accurate
urban data is to be made available as it relates to
urban poverty. ( see para 1.3.3)

In this context the UN General Assembly
Millennium Summit adopted the Secretary
General’s ‘Millennium Declaration’ which
included a specific target for dealing with urban
poverty:

• “By 2020 to have achieved a significant
improvement in the lives of at least 100
million slum dwellers as proposed in the
Cities Alliance ‘Cities without slums’ target”

DFID also endorsed the Commonwealth
Consultative Group on Human Settlements target
agreed at the CHOGM of November 1999, in
South Africa relating to their Habitat Agenda role:

• To achieve demonstrated progress towards
adequate shelter for all with secure tenure
and access to essential services in every
community by 2015”(see para 1.3.5 / 1.3.6)

The Strategy Paper also committed UK core
support for the UN Centre on Human Settlements
through DFID and UK membership on the
Commission on Human Settlements in Nairobi.

The DFID Target Strategy Papers adopted by Parliament

1. Achieving Sustainability – poverty elimination and the environment
2. Addressing the water crisis – healthier and more productive lives for the poor
3. Better health for poor people
4. Building state capability for poverty eradication
5. The challenge of universal primary education
6. Halving world poverty by 2015: economic growth, equity and security
7. Poverty elimination and the empowerment of women
8. Realising human rights for poor people
9. Meeting the challenge of poverty in urban areas
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The UK ‘Target Strategy Paper’ for Meeting the Challenge of Urban Poverty
The text of the UK International Urban Development Policy Paper is abstracted over the following three pages

The City-Community Challenge Fund (C3)

Michael took the unusual step to bring the UK Local Government International Bureau into the 
development of an innovative approach to coordinating various institutions to work together, 
including the Commonwealth Human Ecology Council (CHEC), Homeless international, IIED, CARE 
International, and Jo Beall from the London School of Economics (LSE) to take advantage of a DFID 
initiative led by McGillivray for the Challenge Fund concept. The Pilot schemes ran successfully in 
Kawempe, Uganda with the Uganda Local Government Association, and with Urban UNSAKA/CARE in 
Zambia. See Evaluation report by Jo Beall (LSE) at https://www.ucl.ac.uk/dpu-
projects/drivers_urb_change/urb_economy/pdf_innov_financ_mech/DFID_Beall_C3_Evaluation%20R
eport.pdf
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Policy lessons from the C3F pilot programme relate 
to how local funds can: 

• address urban poverty through effective 
deployment of small resources 

• promote rights-based approaches to urban 
development through fostering a sense of 
ownership and entitlement on the part of citizens 

• enhance urban governance, increase transparency 
and foster upward and downward accountability 
on the part of government 

• reach disadvantaged citizens and local 
governments and lead to innovative, transferable 
and adaptable management processes and 
procedures 

• foster public-private-society-community 
partnerships 

• generate lessons on how to construct 
development partnerships in difficult and complex 
social, political and institutional conditions 

• constitute strategic and flexible development 
support at the sub-national level particularly in 
contexts where national policy does not reach the 
urban poor or national performance does not 
warrant direct budget support 

• dovetail with and complement donor initiatives 
aimed at decentralisation and institutional 
building at local government level by reaching 
those parts of local governance that such 
programmes cannot reach. 

(From Jo Beall Evaluation Report, LSE, January 2003) 



The impact of the UK’s first International Urban Development 
Policy Paper adopted by Parliament was profound – few donors 
were able to refer to such a significant foundation for Official 
Development Assistance

Although the Policy Paper gave guidance, the structure of DFID grew so that the individual DFID 
‘Country Offices’ had full powers of what to adopt within their own strategies and budgets. These 
were necessarily agreed with the recipient country Governments (largely under the agreed UNDP 
Country Programmes). Although this gave a welcome ‘ownership’ of the policies thus adopted for 
the UK investments, they could ‘pick-and-choose’ what to have. Very often the ‘Urban dimension’ 
was lost in the process. Nevertheless Clare Short’s emphasis on inter-governmental bodies support 
meant that much was achieved – for example with the World Bank, with the United Nations bodies 
generally, and with UN-Habitat in particular where Michael was the UK’s official representative on
the bi-annual Commission on Human Settlements meetings where policy and direction was agreed

Only when the DFID economists within the Country Offices better understood the increasing 
dynamics of cities expansion (particularly in India and Nigeria, two of the fastest urbanising 
countries of the world) did the DFID country programmes take on a more pragmatic urban focus. 

See Volume 2 Chapter 3 Section 3.6 for an account of how this came about.
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2.4 DFID leads UK accredited delegation to United Nations General Assembly 
Special Session (UNGASS) “Istanbul+5” 2001; 
Commonwealth Secretariat, CCGHS, CHEC, and major NGOs also formally attend

The UN HABITAT Special Session “Istanbul+5”

In June, Michael Mutter invited Patrick Wakely
to be a member of the British Government
delegation to the United Nations General
Assembly Special Session (UNGASS) on the
Implementation of the Habitat Agenda. This
was 5 years after the Cities Summit Habitat 2 in
Istanbul ,

Professor Pat Wakely was also appointed by
the United Nations as the facilitator of one of
the four sessions of the Thematic Committee
that ran in parallel with the General Assembly
plenary. This provided the opportunity to
comment upon and lead the discussion on
issues of Urban Governance based on
presentations from Nigeria.

Other important presentations to the Thematic
Committee included South Africa’s policy for
the right to adequate housing; Community
driven sanitation in India, presented by SPARC
and the National Slum Dwellers Federation;
comprehensive urban environmental
renovation in Chengdu, China; the Thailand
Urban Community Development Fund;
participatory municipal budgeting in Peru; and
urban poverty reduction strategies in Morocco.

In New York, Pat and Nick You, Co-ordinator of
the Habitat Best Practices and Local Leadership
Programme, launched the DFID- funded book
“Implementing the Habitat Agenda: In Search
of Urban Sustainability. The book was
introduced at a two-hour session attended by
more than 100 delegates, NGOs and multi-
laterals representatives. It was extremely well
received and provoked a good discussion.

The book was then formally launched by Anna
Tibaijuka, Executive Director of UNCHS and
John Hodges, Head of the Infrastructure and
Urban Development Department of DFID, at a
cocktail party for some 250 delegates hosted
by the UK Ambassador to the United Nations.

GA President Holkeri called to order the Closing Plenary of 
the UNGASS in the General Assembly Hall. Alireza 
Esamaeilzadeh, Rapporteur for the COW, presented, and 
delegated adopted, the Report of the COW (A/S-
25/AC.1/L.1, L.1/ add.1-5) and the Draft Declaration on 
cities and other human settlements (A/S-25/AC.1/L.2).

At the following meeting of the General Assembly, 
the UN Centre for Human Settlements (UNCGS) was 
formally upgraded to a UN Programme status, and its 
head became an ‘Under-Secretary General’ of the 
UN. This was supported by UK as a member of the  
Permanent Members of the UN Security Council.
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2.5 UK leads on development of new international collaborative urban 
development support initiatives

Community-Led Infrastructure 
Finance (CLIFF) – first  
established in India
CLIFF was borne out of the Homeless
International research programme “Bridging
the Finance Gap for supporting poor urban
communities”. The fore-runner was the urban
Women’s Savings Schemes sponsored by
Jokin in India, as the Federation of Urban
Savings Schemes, and supported by SPARC.

DFID became a major supporter and core
funder of the programme. Michael Mutter
led the UK support from the DFID
Infrastructure and Urban Development
Department. Swedish Sida joined the core
support mechanism and continues today with
the new UK support by REALL.

Cities Alliance – a collaboration 
between the World Bank and 
the UN Human Settlements 
Programme

The Cities Alliance had been set up during the
build-up to the Millennium Summit. It was
sponsored with core funding mainly by the UK.
DFID saw the emergence of the Cities Alliance as
a means of promoting the need for fully
financed urban programmes emanating from
the cities themselves. Michael was nominated
by Clare Short to be the UK representative. The
various bodies representing cities became
governing members. The organisation was
initially based at the World Bank in Washington,
headed by Billy Cobbett it later moved to
Brussels. Wide publicity became a major focus.

City Development Strategies are positioned "as
a mechanism to create a shared vision of the
city's future among all stakeholders". They are
"based on an assessment of each city's
economic growth prospects and are aimed at
enhancing its competitiveness" and focus on
"improved urban governance, fiscal
responsibility and the establishment for clear
priorities for action and investment". In 1999,
the "World Bank/Japan, concurrent with UNDP/
UN-HABITAT" supported the development of
CDS in three cities.

Slum Upgrading is the second objective of the
Cities Alliance and provides for the delivering of
"a package of basic services: clean water supply
and adequate sewage disposal to improve the
well-being of the community" and "legalizing
and ‘regularizing’ the properties in situations of
insecure or unclear tenure" was and continues
to be one of the main aims of the Cities Alliance.

Together DFID was pleased to see that the Civic
Diagnosis principles could be promoted in. this
way. On her retirement from politics, Clare Short
became the Chair of Cities Alliance to this day.

Joint UNDP UMP – the ‘Urban 
Management Programme’ 
with World Bank and Habitat

The UN Development Programme initiated
the Urban Management Programme,
bringing in the World Bank and UN-Habitat as
partners, together with core funding and
oversight from six of the major donors,
including DFID, led by Michael Mutter.

“The Urban Management Programme (UMP) 
established in 1986, represents a major 
effort by UN-HABITAT and UNDP, together 
with external support agencies, to 
strengthen the contribution that cities and 
towns in developing countries make towards 
economic growth, social development and 
the alleviation of poverty. Over the past 18 
years, UMP has been able to promote 
innovative urban management practices, 
establish and strengthen municipal 
networks, and influence local and national 
urban policies and programmes. As a 
network of over 40 anchor and partner 
institutions covering 140 cities in 58 
countries, it has been able to provide a 
platform for partners to engage in work 
related to emerging urban themes and 
processes.”

“A main aim of CLIFF is to leverage the 
financial and non-financial assets of slum 
dwellers so as to access resources from the 
public and private sectors. CLIFF has 
allocated capital funds of some £P4.2 
million, which is projected to produce 
revenues of about £12 million, including 
£4.5 million in government contracts and 
subsidy payments, and £7.2 million from the 
sale of residential units. As at December 
2004, a total of £1.7million has been 
leveraged from private sector banks. Central 
to the CLIFF approach is that it responds to 
local demand and local capacity. It does not 
seek to plan, manage and implement slum 
development projects conceived by 
professionals, seeks to catalyse support for 
large-scale solutions developed by poor 
communities and the organisations with 
whom they work. ”

The UMP brought the concepts of
communities involved in and even leading
local development programmes, based on
the local gathering of essential urban data,
thus providing a continuity of the civic
diagnosis-type principles. Michael was able
to steer these concepts through the UK
membership of the UMP governance
arrangements, thereby ensuring that the UK’s
Official Development Assistance continued to
be targeted towards communities and self-
help in collaboration with the city authorities.

The concept of CLIFF has ensured that the
principles of local decision-making by poor
urban communities have been able to
influence the way in which the ODA ‘seed
finance’ has been able to attract affordable
private sector capital into local projects.
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2.6 The Max Lock Centre becomes a major collaborative international 
research centre for Civic Diagnosis based approaches

Community Asset Management 
- CAM

Community Asset Management started originally 
in India with Roger Bonner and the DFID India 
programme for community schools and health 
centres, promoting Low-Carbon construction 
techniques with P K Das, Ripin Kalra and Romi
Khosla. The collaboration between DFID Indiaand
the British Council in India as implementation 
partner emphasised the need for more 
considered community involvement in the long-
term maintenance of the community’s assets.

A further DFID Research programme brought in 
the Max Lock Centre to conduct experimental 
pilot projects in both India and African countries.

Knowledge Transfer for 
Urban Poverty reduction

Theis, Michael, Erickson, Bill, Kalra, Ripin, 
Lloyd-Jones, Tony, Gandelsonas, Catalina, 
Gholam, Khiabany, Vallejo, Luis and Poverty, 
Mark (2000) Improving research knowledge 
transfer: Final report. Project Report. Max 
Lock Centre, University of Westminster, 
London, UK

Guide to Good Practice in 
Core Areas

DFID-funded research exploring how low-
income communities could live close to the 
source of their livelihoods in integrated 
urban redevelopment projects in the core 
areas of rapidly growing cities in the 
developing world. Conducted partnership 
with researchers in India, Indonesia, Egypt 
and Brazil, it produced a number of 
outputs and tools. These included a Guide 
to Good Practice - A participatory approach 
to core area development.
The videos below show a visit to the Motia
Klan slum settlement in Delhi, and a later 
vist to Rohini, the new home of the Motia
Kahn slum dwellers

Localising the Habitat 
Agenda and MDGs 2001-5 
with UN-Habitat

The Habitat Agenda provides a key tool for 
urban poverty reduction through local 
development. This DFID-funded research 
was conducted in partnership with 
researchers in Brazil, India, Kenya, Spain, 
Tanzania and Pakistan. Alongside 6 country 
case studies on national implementation of 
the Habitat Agenda, the research explored 
12 case studies of local good practice in 
development for urban poverty reduction.

Building capacity for community asset 
management in India: Final report

Erickson, Bill, Theis, Michael, Sarin, G and Kalra, 
Ripin and Sagoo, Inderjit (2003) . Project Report. 
Human Settlements Management Institute, 
Housing and Urban Development Corporation, 
India and Max Lock Centre, University of 
Westminster, London, UK.

Lloyd-Jones, Tony and Carmona, Sarah 
(2002) Good practice in core area 
development: combating poverty through 
a participatory approach. In: Romaya, Sam 
and Rakodi, Carole, (eds.) Building 
sustainable urban settlements: 
approaches and case studies in the 
developing world. Urban management 
series, ITDG Publishing, London, UK, pp. 
190-208. ISBN 1853395412

Lloyd-Jones, Tony, Theis, Michael, 
Gandelsonas, Catalina, Mulyawan, Budhi, 
Ali, Mansoor and Smith, Nigel 
(2005) Localising the Habitat Agenda for 
urban poverty reduction, DFID Research 
Project R-7963, final report volume 5: 
inception phase report and literature 
reviews. Project Report. Max Lock Centre, 
University of Westminster, London, UK

The rough guide to community asset 
management  Theis, Michael, Brown, Robert and 
Kalra, Ripin (2005) . MLC Press, Max Lock Centre, 
University of Westminster, London, UK. ISBN 
1905632002.
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Kaduna – Sabon Gari 
revisited 2001

A ‘Longitudinal Study’ revisiting the same 
street blocks in Kaduna after 30 years with 
original field notes, to measure change in 
the living environment. Mike Theis and 
Samuel Adenekan presented findings to 
Comparative Workshop conducted by DPU 
/ DFID in London
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2.7 Kaduna 2007 – Max Lock Consultancy re-established 
‘back home’ in the first Nigerian city to conduct a ‘Civic Diagnosis’ 
approach to urban planning

Building on the Sabon Gari 
Longitudinal Study, MLCN Ltd re-
established in Kaduna

Mike Theis brought together the substantial part of 
the original Survey and Planning Team with Samuel 
Adenekan and Sa’ad Dahiru as Directors of the new 
consultancy.

The new Consultancy was well-placed to respond to 
the Kaduna State Government’s request to have a 
team to Up-date the original 1967 Master Plan. The 
team started in 2009 and reported initially in 2010. 
The work was able to be based on all the original 
Civic Diagnosis approach undertaken during the 
1965-1967 period.

The original team with Mike Theis and Michael 
Mutter were joined by Tony Lloyd-Jones and the 
entire Max Lock Centre team in the research and 
design process undertaken in both Kaduna and 
London.

Michael Mutter had been appointed by the 
University of Westminster as their Visiting Professor 
in International Planning and Sustainable 
Development – the very foundation of continuity of 
Civic Diagnosis. In 2010 he was brought into a team 
of advisers by DFID Nigeria to develop a new Cities 
element for the second Phase of the successful UK-
led Nigeria Infrastructure Advisory Facility (NIAF). 
This involved a series of visits to the DFID Nigeria 
Headquarters in Abuja to develop the basis for this 
new element of the Facility. The work was concluded 
to a stage where approval was sought from the 
Secretary of State in London. A field visit was 
mounted in 2011 where Michael brought in Sa’adu
Dahiru to travel with him to the prospective cities 
for NIAF-2. The project was fully launched January 
2012 under Michael’s direction with Max Lock 
Consultancy Nigeria providing essential support.
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Michael Mutter, working at the Max Lock Centre in London in 2010, undertook the 
conceptual basis for the City Authority, later to be brought together as the Kaduna Capital 
Territory Authority devised in collaboration with the Kaduna State Government and the 
Nigeria Resilient Cities Network supported by the Nigeria Infrastructure Advisory Facility and 
DFID Nigeria

An Administration Plan for 
Kaduna as a Metropolitan City: 
the first city in Nigeria to adopt 
a strategy towards securing a 
city status within the State 
Government administration

Max Lock Centre, London
Working Paper Series on 
Origins of Civic Diagnosis

In 2010 Michael Mutter initiated the 
Max Lock Centre Working Papers Series
on the Origins and Development of ‘Civic 
Diagnosis’ as a registered University of 
Westminster Research Programme.

The Working Paper Series are published 
on the Max Lock Centre section of the 
University of Westminster website.

This separate two-volume ‘Overview’
publication gives an insight into the 
contents of the Working Papers Series.
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In order to undertake a full Civic Diagnosis of a city shown here is the scale of 
team that is required – usually this is considered beyond the resources of 
donor-funded operations; however, it is considered essential by the Nigerian 
city authorities that value this kind of data since it represents the level of 
community involvement in the data gathering processes and as such gives their 
citizens a profound sense of engagement in the process and the overall value 
that this kind of resource represents for the future planning of their city.
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The ‘Meteorite Fountain’ at 
Windhoek, Namibia

Sketch by Michael Mutter, March 1982
Commonwealth Foundation Fellowship

Conclusion to Chapter 2 on ‘Civic Diagnosis and setting the scene for progress 1997-2009’

Working with the Max Lock Group team in Nigeria provided a
basis for Michael Mutter and Len Coulthard to bring the concepts
of Civic Diagnosis into the UK Partnership between them and
Lewis & Hickey. They retained the inputs of Max Lock and Mike
Theis as advisers to the partnership. At the same time Michael
expanded the horizons of the practice to include direct
interaction with The Commonwealth Foundation and the new UK
Government’s Department for International Development (DFID).

Clare Short, as the ‘New Labour’ Secretary of State for
International Development recognised the concepts that Michael
and the Research Team at the Max Lock Centre brought to the
Official Development Assistance Programmes in DFID. She gave
her full support and budgets for their implementation. Overall, it
was a remarkable 10-year period of establishing the Civic
Diagnosis principles in official government international policy.

Note:
Volume 2 carries the themes of 
‘Civic Diagnosis’ as major policy 
initiatives in the UK’s Official 
Development Assistance 
forward in Chapters 3, 4 and 5

The production processes and timetables has 
necessitated a split between the two books, as 
set out in the ‘Contents’ pages for reference.

Michael Mutter is the sole author of this two-
Volume Overview of the “Pioneers of Civic 
Diagnosis” written in 2020-2022 and completed 
February 2022. A publisher will be sought for 
wider distribution in due course.

This initial publication had been produced in 
‘Powerpoint’ for PDF printing by ‘Photobox’, 
February 2022
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